
Power Design Case Study

Client
Science Foundation Ireland

Brief
Provide general design services for print and 
digital media for campaigns and events

Deliverables
Concept/Campaign Design 
Brand Development and Identity Guidelines 
Publications and Reports Infographics 
Digital Media Animated Campaigns 
MS Word and Powerpoint templates 
Digital design requirements 
Exhibition design/interior display 
Branded promotional material 
Print services and fulfilment

The Challenge 

We have been working with SFI since its 
inception and have gained invaluable 
knowledge of the organisation which is hugely 
beneficial for ongoing projects, and for new 
projects, new teams and changing personnel. 

SFI funds 16 Research centres and it’s 
important that this funding is acknowledged 
on all centres’ publications and promotional 
material. It is our responsibility to ensure that 
all SFI-funded Research Centres, or other 
funded programmes or initiatives, are 
equipped with the tools and resources to 
implement this. As SFI grows in both size and 
reputation, we need to keep up to date on 
current trends, new media requirements, and 
provide fresh, creative and appropriate design 
solutions for its many programmes. 

How we approached and accomplished the 
project goals 

Our strategy to achieve this was to conduct an 
initial brand audit of all publications, reports, 
stationery and internal documents, and to 
review how the SFI corporate logo worked 
alongside other SFI-supported programmes 
such as Discover Science and Engineering and 
Maths, Science Week and how it was being 
used by the Research Centres. 

Having identified the weaknesses, we 
developed detailed brand guidelines that 
addressed all correct usages of the logo, and 
developed a design lock-up template system 
for use for all future publications and funded-
programmes, and included items ranging 
from exhibition 
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Power Design Case Study

Client
SFI - Creating our Future

https://www.sfi.ie/research-news/news/
creating-our-future/

Brief
To design the logo for a national audience 
to join the conversation on the needs and 
future of science research in Ireland 

Deliverables
Brand Design 
Infographics 
Digital and social media assets 
Powerpoint/templates 
Exhibition and Display 
Conference/event materials

The Challenge 
As this programme has a limited timeframe of 
one year the logo needed to be bold, strong 
and have immediate impact - unlike logos with 
a longer lifespan that can be comfortably 
‘settled into’ over time - this logo needs to hit 
the ground running. With a general public 
facing audience the logo needed to be 
accessible, inviting, inclusive with a strong feel 
of ‘partnership and collaboration’ 

How we approached and 
accomplished the project goals 
Our approach to design was to create a logo 
that fully reflected the ‘join the conversation’ 
theme’ is an open, friendly and non 
intimidating design style, that would be 
striking and memorable across social and 
digital media.

Relevance
This project is similar in that its objective is to 
engage not only relevant stakeholders, but 
also the general public, in a coming together 
and sharing a unified vision for the benefit of 
Dublin and society.

Identity Guidelines Draft 1

 

Over the coming years, Ireland 
will need to find solutions to 
the most significant challenges 
facing our society. To improve 
the quality of life for all we must 
find a way of rebooting and 
futureproofing the economy, 
delivering on health and 
housing, addressing climate 
change, promoting sustainable 
development, and much more. 

The starting point for all research 
and innovation is curiosity and a 
good idea. This campaign aims 
to gather ideas from the public 
as inspiration for research that 
could be undertaken in Ireland.

The experience of COVID-19 
teaches us that if we are to 
tackle grand societal challenges 
effectively, we need to work 
together, with researchers 
and civic society informing 
government policy and decision.  

Creating Our Future will spark a 
conversation between people from 
all corners and strands of Irish life 
on ideas for future research and 
innovation. 

This conversation will be about what 
research is already happening and, 
crucially, it will ask the Irish public 
what problems and opportunities 
they think are the most important to 
our culture, society and economy.

All ideas will be captured, shared, 
and will help inform the future 
direction of research and  
innovation in Ireland.

  

Creating  
Our Future is a 
conversation with the 
people of Ireland to 
gather their ideas on on 
what challenges they 
would like research to 
tackle to create a better 
future for all.

www.creatingourfuture.ie

Ideas and inspiration are the 
starting point for all research, 
and you can now share 
your ideas on research and 
innovation projects that you’d 
like to see happen in Ireland.

Background pattern

A pattern has been designed that can be used to hold 
imagery/photgraphy, or as a holding shape for text, or simply 
add to dynamism to applications.

This pattern is available in eps, jpeg and png formats.

http://www.powerdesign.ie/wp-content/uploads/
Creating-Our-Future_social-media.mp4

Click link to 
view animation

http://www.powerdesign.ie/wp-content/uploads/
Creating-Our-Future_social-media.mp4

Click link to 
view animation



During this time we incorporated the new 
guidelines on projects we worked on 
including:

 Annual Report and Infographic elements 
The Annual Report is SFI’s flagship report 
and review of activities each year. Through 
our experience in Annual Reports, we were 
able to provide SFI full design, layout, 
typesetting and artwork, infographics, 
proofreading services and full Irish 
translation services. 

 Discover Primary Science and Maths 
(DPSM) 
We have provided design and print services 
for the DPSM programme since its 
inception. making it a great opportunity to 
apply the new design lock up system. Our 
invaluable knowledge, experience and 
insight into the requirements for such a 
programmes in the education sector, allows 
us to continue to develop and progress the 
Teachers Resource packs, students activity 
workbooks and related material from year 
to year, and provide a full print, fulfilment 
and distribution services nationwide. 

 General Design service 
As we continue to provide design services 
on projects including various internal 
communications campaigns, conferences, 
including SFI Annual Summit Conference, 
we ensure brand consistency while pushing 
design creativity. 

Why we did it this way 

As the SFI logo is frequently used to 
co-brand or support many programmes, from 
its Research Centres to its own programmes 
such as Science Week and STEM, it was 
clear that the logo in its previous form was 
not fit for purpose for the new and varied 
requirements and applications, and with no 
clear guidelines for usage all collateral had 
become seriously inconsistent.

Outcome

We delivered on all the requirements set out 
and the brand has been successfully 
incorporated over all design requirements for 
SFI and co-branded material. From our 
success on this project we have worked on 
similar education resources for the 
Department of Housing and the Central Bank 
of Ireland, and have recently completed 
design and supply of all digital assets for 
Science Week 2021 and Maths Week 2020. 
material to powerpoint presentations.
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Primary School Booklet

CREATING OUR FUTURE: 
CITIES AND COMMUNITIES

Classroom Resource Booklet

TRIGGER QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSIONDPSM/
ESERO

Source: Freethink

Source: Herding Together

Source: BBC News

Source: National Geographic

Cities

Is it possible to make an entire city carbon 
neutral? Copenhagen wants to carbon 
neutral by 2025 Is Copenhagen the World’s 
Most Sustainable City? What changes could 
be made to your local area to become more 
sustainable? 

How could we plan our cities to make 
everything readily accessible and reduce 
traffic congestion? The 15 minute city.

Could more trees help to make a city 
sustainable? Forest City China China’s first 
forest city - BBC News.

Lighting is important for getting around in our 
villages, towns and cities, but light pollution is 
a big problem for birds and nocturnal animals. 
How can we light our living areas sustainably 
and also protect biodiversity?

Do you think light pollution is a problem in 
your local area? What about other parts of 
Ireland? See Dark Sky Ireland for information 
and resources.

Schools resources with embedded video links




